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The TXM Technology story began in 2013 when three 
ambitious Recruiters came together to build a consultancy, 
where our mantra and ethos was ‘results and outcomes 
focused’. Gone were the days of sending a CV to hit a KPI, or 
sending a lazy E-shot.

Starting off in an office no bigger than a broom cupboard 
with outdated décor and furniture, some old desk phones and 
three computers, the journey began… 

In the early days, we were working across multiple technology 
markets and in many different locations, from the beautiful 
city of Edinburgh, down to the sunny south coast.

We recognised that we needed more strategic direction. 
Following multiple marketing meetings, many cups of coffee 
and even a few beers, ‘Project Hampshire’ was born. 

Marketing and creativity aren’t our forte as you can tell by the 
name, so we hoped our recruitment ability was better. Four 
years on and its official... we are better at recruitment than 
we are marketing… phew.

PROJECT HAMPSHIRE
We recognised that there are some fantastic technology 
companies in Hampshire, of which we could share our 
sense of humour and charm - oh and mustn’t forget our 
recruitment expertise.

The thought process behind this was that we were 
effectively neighbours, with so many great companies and 
the geographical focus had so many benefits for everyone 
involved. Reverting back to our ethos “results and outcomes 
focused”… How could we provide the best service possible?

Working solely in Hampshire enabled the following benefits:
• Having an extensive community of technologists
• Perfectly set-up to hit the ground running, without any 

delays
• Being immersed in the local area ensured we were in 

tune with all local trends and news
• Ability to meet and interview candidates before 

presenting them
• Compilation of market research quickly and efficiently

Project Hampshire was so well received that we were able to 
partner with multiple businesses in a short space of time – 
Hampshire partner numbers:

• 2013 – 9
• 2014 – 14
• 2015 – 20
• 2016 – 25

Today in Hampshire alone we’ve partnered with 25 
technology companies, where we can supply professionals 
across many different areas; Digital, Development, 
Infrastructure and IT Security, for both permanent and 
contract markets.

WHAT’S OUR PLAN FOR 2017
TXM Technology is now a group of four separate companies; 
South, North, Europe and Cyber Solutions and has proudly 
grown to 16 people, with our HQ remaining in Fareham. 

We’re made up of some wonderfully talented individuals with 
some great experience, all of whom share the same goal… 
We want to be one of the top IT recruitment consultancies in 
Hampshire, partnering with 32+ local companies.

HOW DO WE DO THAT?
By keeping our goal in sight, sticking to our ethos and being 
the same people we were when we started the business. 
The beauty of TXM Technology is the people that make up 
the team, and the ambitions we have as a group. During the 
process you will see that we like to have fun, we’re a good-
spirited bunch who get a genuine kick out of helping people 
progress their careers and business.

We can profess to be specialists and experts, but the ‘proof 
is in the pudding’… Give us a shot, let us prove our capabilities 
and let’s have fun while doing it.

To be part of our 2017 journey, get in touch to discuss how 
we can help you.

Grant Dove I Team Leader (Digital)
E:  Grant.dove@txmtechnology.com
T:   + 44 (0) 1329 448 008.
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